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Introduction:  The description and interpretation of petrofabrics 
is a fundamental aspect of geology. Chondritic meteorites are the 
most primitive rocks available to us, recording a range of nebula and 
asteroidal processes, but due to the abundance of fine-grained matrix 
these samples have largely resisted traditional fabric analysis. Mag-
netic susceptibility, natural remanent magnetisation, and X-ray pole 
figure goniometry studies of bulk meteorites [1-3] have revealed that 
many chondrites contain petrofabrics. But the fabrics themselves are 
only observed in situ in the preferred orientation of large (>100s 
µm) components e.g. non-spherical chondrules [1,4-7], lithic frag-
ments [8], and large isolated grains [9]. 

Here we present a preliminary study of Allende matrix using 
orientation contrast imaging (OCI) and electron backscatter diffrac-
tion (EBSD) to provide crystallographic orientation data. OCI com-
bined with electron backscatter diffraction patterns (EBSP) separates 
grains based on crystallographic orientation (<1° for misorienta-
tions). We previously used OCI to study textures in chondritic metal 
grains [10]. Applied to chondrite matrix, the technique allows the 
orientation of all grains down to ~50nm to be determined, enabling 
matrix fabrics in primitive meteorites to be analysed and imaged, in 
addition to providing a size-frequency distribution of matrix grains. 

Results:  Areas of Allende matrix were mapped using a FEG-
SEM equipped with forescatter detectors and a phosphor screen to 
collect EBSPs. The figure shows an EBSD map of grain orientation 
in matrix adjacent to a chondrule (right) together with a pole figure 
(inset). The data suggest that Allende matrix possesses a fabric, 
defined by preferred orientations in grains 50nm to a few µm’s in 
size, which is coherent over large regions of the sample. 

 

 
 

Conclusions:  EBSD and OCI allow petrofabrics in chondrite 
matrix to be visualised. We are currently extending our analysis to 
investigate chondrule-rim/matrix relationships, and whether fabrics 
in fine-grained dark inclusions match those in the host matrix. 
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